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3rd stop: Around the World

The future of Hong Kong relies 
heavily on development as a smart 
city which is a complicated concept 
and requires popular consensus. 
How can the government best 
f o r m u l a t e  p o l i c y  a n d ,  m o s t 
importantly, get people’s buy-in?

This chapter looks into the 
issue from a macro perspective and 
proposes the way forward.
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relies on the co-operation of governments and communities. At 

the same time, Paris is ambitiously increasing the greening of the 

city following an online poll in 2015; one million square metres of 

roof and building facade greening will be installed by 2020. The 

“gardens on the walls” initiative aims to achieve a better climate, 

cleaner air and biological diversity. We should adopt something 

similar.

Thirdly, we can create a better future for our ageing 

population through e-health initiatives. Savings of 10 to 20 per 

cent can be achieved on total health care costs through e-health, 

such as, telemedicine (diagnosis and treatment from a distance) 

and the use of mobile devices (providing health care information 

to practitioners and real-time monitoring of patients’ vitals). This 

would help ease the increasing financial burden.

Fourthly, IT education needs to be updated. Although 80 
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contains over 180 kinds of spatial data provided by 26 government 

departments. This is a good example of the government 

departments collaborating to offer geographic information for public 

use. But the service does not include the sharing of application 

programming interfaces (APIs), which is the foundation for the public 

and startup community to develop applications that interact with 

spatial data. Without opening up the APIs of the GeoInfo Map, the 

public cannot take advantage and integrate the spatial data in their 

applications to benefit society.

SDI to bring openness

Therefore a spatial data infrastructure (SDI) is an important 

foundation for building a smart city. SDI refers to a framework 

that collects, processes and manages a series of spatial data and 

geographic information related science and technologies, policies 

and systems. One of the major components within this framework is 

the management of APIs.
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In the past few years, Phase 3 has emerged, with leading 

cities beginning to encourage citizen’s “co-creation” models. 

One smart city project in Vienna, for example, is a partnership 

with the local energy company, Wien Energy, through which 

Vienna included its citizens as investors in local solar plants as 

a contribution to the city’s 2050 renewable energy objectives. 

In addition, the project also brought citizen engagement in 

addressing affordable housing and gender equality into focus.

Another city, Vancouver, engaged 30,000 citizens in the co-

creation of the Vancouver Greenest City 2020 Action Plan.

Meanwhile, researchers in Jakarta have developed a real-

time map of flooding by crowd-sourcing flood reports from 

Twitter to monitor severe annual flooding of the city during the 

rainy season.

Successful smart cities of the future will combine the best 
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initiated a national policy of becoming a “Smart Nation”. The 

country has been vigorously implementing a top-down national 

policy to make the island nation a smart city. It plans to export 

the relevant experiences and technologies to others. 

International Data Corporation, a market research company, 

estimated that by 2025, the annual demand for Smart City 

technologies will reach U.S.$1 trillion in Asia alone. Singapore 

believes its experience will help it to capture a large share of that 

market.

What about Hong Kong? In the same study, Hong Kong is 

ranked at the third stage of “Builders”, along with Tokyo and 

Sydney.

Although different assessments have different criteria, 

and there may be subjective elements in the assessments, the 

findings are worth using as a reference.
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If Hong Kong can make it work, it can act as a springboard 

for mainland payment giants to expand overseas. But, having 

only just developed a limited number of smartphone apps, we 

still have a way to go.

Published in South China Morning Post on 22 May 2016
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I also hope that the Pokémon GO players would develop an 

interest in electronic maps, GIS or programming after playing the 

game, or even join us to develop applications and services to 

benefit mankind.

As a start, interested parties can access a lot of publicly 

available data and resources via the internet. The information 

and analysis that are displayed in electronic maps are generated 

through GIS technology and this enables people to gain a deeper 

understanding of the world. In recent years, The Hong Kong 

SAR Government has released public information provided 

by government departments and public/private organizations 

through the “data.gov.hk” website (www.data.gov.hk). The public 

can obtain a variety of information on: population, industry & 

business, employment, environment, health and housing, etc.
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This is a good example of how science and technology 

contributes to a change of work pattern, and to people's better 

living which is the ultimate goal of developing a smart city.

The focus in developing a smart city is how to enhance our 

quality of life, while balancing the impact on the environment. 

Information technology plays a pivotal role in such development. 

It sounds like a paradise when we talk about achieving 

environmental protection and comfortable living at the same 

time, but recently I have seen such a paradise.

Earlier, I had a chance to visit a hotel in Sheung Wan which 

started business three years ago. The hotel looks quite miniature 

but it has won numerous environmental awards, namely: "BEAM 

Plus Platinum Rating" from the Hong Kong Green Building 

Council, "LEED for New Construction Platinum" from the Green 

Building Council in the United States, "BCA Green Mark" from the 

Building and Construction Authority in Singapore, and the highest 
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Government support has increased in recent years, 

however. Officials should join forces with the industry and 

academia to focus on the areas that Hong Kong needs most or 

where it has a leading edge.

The government should also carry out a comprehensive 

review of its ICT education policies, to ensure sufficient numbers 

are attracted to technology sectors; to build a solid foundation for 

a smart city.

Published in South China Morning Post on 9 August 2016
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have been proposed. Among the useful and constructive ideas 

published in the media, the promotion of cycling interests me 

the most. If we really want to implement this, we need to build 

a network of well-planned cycling tracks, not like the ones in the 

New Territories now where cyclists are required to get off their 

bicycles at many places. Also it would be great to have a cycling 

track along the waterfront of Hong Kong Island and Kowloon 

Peninsula to facilitate daily commuters.

Once the cycle tracks are in place, Hong Kong could follow 

the scheme of shared bicycles established in Lyon, France 10 

years ago. A Hong Kong local start-up’s award-winning foldable 

electric bike could also become popular. Some people, may 

argue that the idea is not realistic in a city where land is at such 

a premium. If different stakeholders with different opinions 

are unable to reach a consensus then these ideas will remain 
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